1989 Ring Design Committee

Front Row (left to right): Matt Laughney, Steve Norris, Lee Ann Cobb, Jerri Lee Parkinson, Linda Peer, Linda Read, Margo Laughney, Nancy Keene, Nancy Hurley, Ben Cassman, Lee Anne Cobb

Back Row: Tony Kelly, Judy Dennison, Chris LaJonge, Chris Langley, Chris LaJonge, Jan Helmerson, Cady McNeal, Tony Kelly
President's Message

Present: Class of 1999

R. Creg Barta

and hope you will cherish your time here — I know I will. In 1996, I had the privilege to be part of the selection process of our class with the Roundup Committee and Students and am very interested in the future of this organization, the future leaders of this world. The Roundup Committee has evolved into an active forum for the development of the most spectacular ideas, with members from Class of 1999. We are proud of the 1999 class and president, President of the Class of 1999, and her committee, for the professional assistance they have given the Roundup Committee.

This year, we were proud to design a collection of fine jewelry that will be given to those Roundup members who have made notable contributions to the Roundup Committee. We are grateful for the support of the Roundup Committee and the students of Class of 1999, and the Roundup Committee is proud to announce the recipients of the Class of 1999 Award. The Roundup Committee recognizes the students of Class of 1999 for their contributions to the Roundup Committee and the University of Virginia. The Roundup Committee is proud to announce the recipients of the Class of 1999 Award.

The Roundup Committee is proud to announce the recipients of the Class of 1999 Award. The Roundup Committee recognizes the students of Class of 1999 for their contributions to the Roundup Committee and the University of Virginia. The Roundup Committee is proud to announce the recipients of the Class of 1999 Award.
Chairman's Message
History of the Tech Ring and Ring Dance

The Tech Ring and Ring Dance are symbols of the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets. The rings are worn by members of the Corps to represent the values of honor, country, and service. The design of the rings is based on the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets' traditions and history.

The History of the Tech Ring:
- The Tech Ring was first introduced in the early 1900s.
- The design of the ring features the Virginia Tech logo, which includes the letters "VT".
- The rings are made of stainless steel and engraved with the Corps' motto, "Honor, Country, Service.

The History of the Ring Dance:
- The Ring Dance is a tradition that dates back to the early 1900s.
- During the Ring Dance, members of the Corps gather to formally introduce new members to the Corps.
- The dance includes a procession in which new members are presented to the Corps by their sponsors.

Through the years, the Tech Ring and Ring Dance have become iconic symbols of Virginia Tech and the Corps of Cadets.

The Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets is a proud tradition that is recognized around the world.
is the bridge between your present student and future alumni.
Your academic choices provide a launching pad for success.

Students of the 1998 Fiving. Tech could not continue to flourish
and achieve their dreams. Our students are faced with
complex life challenges. Without the enthusiasm and joy that
the college provided, their dreams would be impossible.

The class of 1998 Fiving. Tech learned the importance of
learning, creativity, and perseverance. They learned to
overcome obstacles and to pursue their dreams.

The importance of education is not limited to the
classroom. The spirit of the college lives on as
students continue to contribute to society.

The class of 1998 Fiving. Tech is a testament to the
importance of education and the impact it has on
our lives. Their legacy will continue to inspire future
students to achieve their goals.

Traditional Ring: Class Side
Traditional Ring — The Bazel
Women's Traditional and Minature

All synthetic diamonds and many genuine stones
Available in 18K, 14K, or yellow or white gold
Features of the men's rings

The men's nautical insignia only the most important

Women's traditional ring has inclusion of two crosses of bezels

The women's traditional ring has all the features that the
Also available for women in a smaller proportioned size.

Green Jade.

Colorstone topaz or plain black onyx.

Available in 10, 14K gold, white or yellow

Also available for women in a smaller proportioned size.

Green Jade.

Colorstone topaz or plain black onyx.

Available in 10, 14K gold, white or yellow.
Women's Fashion Rings

- Bezel or Larger oval stone without school sport
- Choice of Virginia Tech or Virginia Polytechnic Institute around center of stone.
- VS or SI on one stone. 1.50 carat or opposite diamond.
- Two diamond or genuine prong set stones available.
- Available in all single birthstones as well as many others.
- Available in 10, 14, 18K gold, white or yellow.

Martingale
Women's Fashion Rings

- Available with university crest on top
- Pear of Pearl
- Cubic Zirconia top. All brilliance plus Black Onyx and Mother
- Available in 10, 14, 18K Gold, white or yellow tonsium

Special options available on verdant shank
- One shank has yellow, opposite shank has yellow
- A synthetic stone may be substituted for the pear
- Has Pear with 4 diamonds or brilliants
- Available in 10, 14, 18K white or yellow gold

Casablanca

Vpsu

Aria
Women's Pendant

- Diamond set in the P
- 14K in script with 89 year date
- Available in 10K, 14K (white or yellow)

Women's Ring

- May have engraved school seal in Black Onyx or Topaz
- Available in 10K, 14K Gold, White or Yellow Illuminated
- Comes with 1989 logo in yellow metal
- Comes with script VIRGINIA and TECH V on band
The men's and women's traditional ring base price includes:

- Stones